
Appendix to the book “Grey Friars – Colchester’s Forgotten Corner” 
 

Page 95   Silk worms will eat the leaves of both the white and black mulberry trees 
together with oak and lettuce leaves, but only the white mulberry leaves allow them to produce silk of 
the correct textile strength because of the high sericen content in them; one acre of ground planted 
with white mulberries, three feet apart, will only produce one kilo of silk from the silkworms fed on 
leaves. In addition, the climate of this country is not suitable for the production of good quality silk. 
The King of France, Louis XIII, however, persuaded James I to plant black mulberries all over Great 
Britain (there are several round about the Grey Friars site) in the belief that a silk trade could be 
developed here. This false information was a strategy used to avoid the threat to the silk trade of 
France. It is very unlikely, therefore, that the nuns who occupied Grey Friars from 1904 to 1920, and 
who were good embroiderers, had “home-grown” silk. It undoubtedly was imported from China, and 
the pupils of CCHS who reared silk worms on black mulberry leaves produced such low-grade silk 
that the whole breeding process for them was just an exercise in natural history. 
 
Page 107  This house interior is an early- to mid- C18th watercolour “The Drawing Room” 17” 
x 24” (fig 28b). It is possibly Earlham Hall, a Gurney family house, now part of the University of East 
Anglia. The artist is unknown. 
 

            
 

 
Page 115  Some interesting discoveries in the cellars when the building was cleared in 2008 
included pulleys, hooks and gas mantels (above). Nothing was found of an equestrian nature despite 
the cellars being partly below the original coach house, yard and stables. 
 
Page 118  Desks at CCHS (fig 52) in the 1920s and 1930s were very old-fashioned. They were 
made of a dark-stained wood, and had an atlas rack at the front and an inset ceramic ink well in the 
right-hand corner which adjoined a long shallow groove to take pencils. The ink wells were regularly 
replenished with ink from a can with a long spout – but they became very battered and chipped 
(below). 
 

                    
 

Page 119  The Mathematics Mistress is a pencil drawing by Jean Alexander (fig 52b). Jean 
Dryden Alexander was born in 1911 at Priest’s Cottage, Shenfield, Essex. She studied at Chelmsford 
Art School between 1928 and 1931, going on afterwards to the Slade School from 1931-1935. She 
then returned to Essex in 1936 to take up a teaching post at Brentwood County High School, 
becoming head of the art department until her retirement in 1970. From 1970 to 1974 she lived in 
New Zealand where she continued to teach art, returning to East Anglia in 1974 to live at Thelveton 
near Diss, and start an art group there. She exhibited at the Royal Academy, the New English Art 
Club and the Society of Women Artists. 
 



Page 124 Andromeda is an oil sketch on board by Sir Alfred James Munnings 1878 – 1939 (fig 
58b). This is a study of a standing female nude 61cm x 46.5cm. It was purchased in the late 1960s by 
a gentleman, from another Dedham man nicknamed “Tosser”, who had posed for Munnings in the 
1960s as a jockey and had been given the painting by Sir Alfred who lived in Dedham. When Tosser 
married, his wife had objected to the painting hanging in their home, and he therefore sold it. It was 
re-sold by Colchester’s Reeman Dansie auctions, in November 2013. 
 
Pages 124  A selection of plaster mouldings were found in the attic. These are much larger than 
any which appear on doors, walls, ceilings and windows, so it is unlikely that they date from the 
C18th. Many of them have a small metal loop for hanging / display and some of them have a number 
impressed, or other means of identification. The larger ones have an armature with hessian padding. 
A selection of other mouldings were found with these. 
 

    
 
An egg-and-dart moulding marked 2739                     A dentil moulding impressed with DENTIC VI 
 
Page 129  Some of the pieces of furniture in the Headmistress’s study of CCHS (fig 66) formerly 
the library of the Rev John Halls’ house, are now in the CCHS archive at Norman Way. Below: roll-
top desk, armchair, rail-back chair and small occasional table from the study, and an umbrella stand 
which stood near an entrance. 
 

     
 

       
 
Page 135  The illustration shows a pair of battledores, the heads of which are composed of a 
hollow ‘drum’ of vellum – an alternative to strings. The lower image shows an ink inscription added 
to the ‘throat’ of the battledore which records that Pippa and Mary kept up a rally of 1500 strokes on 
15th February 1889. 
 



   
 

 
 

Page 140 This small pocket rosary made of silver and coral was found under the floorboards in 
Grey Friars by the carpenter renovating joists. It might have belonged to one of the nuns (or novice 
nuns) during the time that it was a priory (1904-1920), or even to one of the young girls who were 
boarders when the nuns opened a school there. JMJ appears on the central medallion. 
 
 

                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Page 154  Robert Adam’s use of sky-blue paint on panelled doors at Kenwood House in 1760 
(below) was reflected throughout Grey Friars when redecorated in the 1980s (fig 109 et al) 

<  9cm  > 
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Page 172  This ghost story was written by a 14-year-old pupil at Grey Friars in 1946. 

 
 

Ghost Story.  Jeanne lived in the country in a big farmhouse which was haunted. One stormy night when 
Jeanne was in bed she heard a noise. She jumped out of bed and put on her dressing gown, but didn’t turn 
on the light. She listened. There wasn’t a sound. Then she heard a crash and the sound of someone 
moaning. She trembled! What was it? Then a white, transparent mist came in through the key hole and 
took shape. It was a ghost. The spectre grimaced. It put a thin, sticky hand on Jeanne’s shoulder. She 
trembled! The ghost said in a high-pitched voice, “I am the ghost of the driver who was murdered. I haunt 
this house. Good bye.” The ghost disappeared and Jeanne heard another moan. So she jumped into bed 
and pulled the eiderdown over her head. 
 
 



Page 185        Pamela Brown CCHS 1936 -1939  This famous  
author of many books for children was born in Colchester in  
December 1924. She attended Colchester County High School  
until 1939 when, at the outbreak of the Second World War,  
she was evacuated to her extended family in Wales.  
She had started writing “The Swish of the Curtain” in 1938,  
when she was just thirteen years old. She sent successive  
chapters of  the book to the friends she had left behind in  
Colchester, but the book was not published by Nelson until  
1941, after the manuscript was saved from the publisher’s  
offices when they were bombed in the blitz. She trained as an  
actress at RADA adopting the stage name Mela Brown. Later  
she produced many programmes for children’s television.  
Her last TV appearance was on Blue Peter in the early 1980s  
when she met young actors and actresses who were  
appearing in the television adaptation of her first book.  
These children included Sarah Greene who later became  
a presenter of Blue Peter. Pamela Brown married David  
Masters, also an actor, in 1949. She died in Hampshire in  
January 1989. The Swish of the Curtain is still in print. 
Of “The Swish of the Curtain”, Dame Eileen Atkins has said:  
“An enchanting book. A must for any child who wants to become an actor.” Dame Maggie Smith 
said, “I wanted to act before I read this book, and afterwards there was no stopping me.” Longwater 
Books now reproduces these books in their original form, without abridgements or modern 
amendments. 
 
End papers   The end papers of this book were taken from a picture by Cecily Griffiths who used 
the well-loved ancient Holm Oak in the gardens of Grey Friars as her centrepiece. Cecily was in one 
of the Adult Community College’s art classes at the time, with Howard Leyshon as the tutor.  
 
Additional finds when the floorboards were lifted:  We are grateful to the carpenter who 
passed these items on to us – a fascinating collection of social detritus across the decades …  
 

 
 
 

Full list of items. Coins: sixpences of 1959, 1963, 1967; pennies of 1919 x2; halfpenny (ha’pny) of 
1966. There was also a used, franked, torn George V scarlet penny stamp (1918-21?). 
 
School-related items: pen knib, Wm Toplis, Sheffield from ink dip pen; ruler, named Edna Cox 
Upper IV; an ESA plastic desk ink well sliding lid; maths test paper named Marie Leighton Lower 4B; 
Geography test paper named David Trelau 1B; History tests named Alec Shave 2B and Iain Stephen 
2a; scrap of paper with the name Madeline Vallis 3B; defaced poem, ‘Six and Out’ by G.D. Martineau; 
two ‘burials’ of creatures unknown in folded and sealed paper pockets. 

 



 
Scraps of paper and card items: Paper bag from Broom’s of North Hill; Guarantee tag for electrical 
installation W.T.Henley’s Telegraph Works Co Ltd, North Woolwich London E; Burton credit 
scheme leaflet giving examples of credit terms in £/s/d; Kangol beret wash label; Essex County 
Council receipt for £49 (decimal currency); Visiting card “The Coltown Syndicate” Manager DJL 
Cant, 32 Winston Avenue, Shrub End; “Amendment Record Card” 1948 A.P.4280.D with entries for 
A.L. numbers 21-23 21 on July 64, A.L. number 24 on 12.11.64, and A.L. number 25 on 12.11.??. 
 

      
 

 
Smoking-related items: empty packet for 20 Wills Gold Flake cigarettes; empty cigarette papers 
packet, “Papier A G from Paris, all printing in French; Cigarette cards – Churchmans ‘Westminster 
Hall’ from the King’s Coronation Series; Players – Robert ‘Beau’ fielding from the ‘Dandies’ series; 
Lew Ayres from the Film Stars series. 
 
Post cards, both un-sent: Grey Friars Convent (photographic, very early 1900s scene, soon after 
building the extensions?) addressed to Mesdamoiselles Rickling, Pensionnan Nazareth, Enghien, 
Hainaut, Belgique. Some writing around the edge of the photograph, but no message on the reverse; 
plus a much-defaced and torn view of Lexden Road in tramway days.  
 
William Wire (1804-1857)     This man is worthy of special note in this book, because in his 
relentless pursual of knowledge, always in the context of recording and sharing, and despite lacking a 
privileged education in younger life, he exemplifies the ‘Grey Friars’ ethos from its period as an adult 
college.  

Andrew Phillips wrote “William Wire qualifies as Colchester’s first 
archaeologist. While previous antiquarians like Stukely or Morant wrote 
history largely based on written sources, it was 100 years later that the 
extraordinary Wire systematically investigated and recorded Colchester’s 
buried archaeological remains – and quite a lot were being uncovered and 
destroyed in his day. Wire was from an old Colchester family: weavers, 
freemen of the borough and sturdy Radicals in politics … born in Colchester 
… apprenticed in London as a watchmaker … with poor health struggled to 
raise a large family on the profits of a retail workshop … withdrew from active 
politics as Chartism became more militant. He attended lectures in the town 
and himself presented a paper to the Society of Antiquaries in London. Wire’s 
learning was outstanding, but local antiquarians were disposed against him 
because of his social class. 

However, ‘his shop (in Church Street) was a place of resort for many leading men of science and 
technology’ and ‘for the next 25 years there passed through his hands the chief bulk of the coins, 
urns, and Roman remains found in the town …’ Above all, from 1842 until his death in 1857, Wire 
kept a detailed record in diary form of all his archaeological findings in the town , and these constitute 
essential sources for all subsequent archaeology. Wire died aged only 52, his last years dogged by 
disappointment and illness. Late in life William Wire was recognised as one of the more remarkable 
figures in the town despite his humble station. Note - Alfred P. Wire 1839 - 1914 All Wire’s 
thoroughness in recording these findings would be nothing if one of his sons, Alfred P. Wire, a 
schoolmaster and himself an active antiquarian, had not donated all his father’s papers to Colchester.” 
Alfred Wire’s photographs form the content of the book “Images of Essex” by David Mander. One 
of his photos features the section of High Street including Grey Friars in 1903. 
 

  
William Wire 

“The Postman’s Tale” by Andrew 
Phillips, full text in the Colchester 

Archaeologist no 11 1998 © 

 


